
The Revolutionary Santilli Telescope Used During the Recent Solar Eclipse to 
Search for a New Solar Corona Composed of Antimatter Light

TARPON SPRINGS, FL - 08/30/17 - Brian Buckley, Sales Manager of Thunder Energies Corporation, a 
publicly traded company with stock symbol (OTC:TNRG), announces the initiation of the search, 
alongside the ongoing searches for dark matter and dark energy, for a new Solar corona composed of 
antimatter light via the use of the revolutionary Santilli telescope with concave lenses (patent pending). 
The new search, performed by Thunder Energies' Technical team during the recent Solar eclipse, is 
based on the fact that violent reactions in the Sun produce particle-antiparticle pairs that annihilate 
immediately following their creation, resulting in the emission of conventional light, in addition to a new 
light emitted by antimatter, whose existence has been established by numerous experiments. This implies 
the prediction of two Solar coronas, one composed of conventional light and a weaker corona composed 
of antimatter light. It should be indicated that the evidence on the new Solar corona collected during the 
recent eclipse is inconclusive, yet sufficient to warrant the conduction of systematic tests by qualified 
astrophysics laboratories via pairs of Galileo and Santilli telescopes supplied at no cost by Thunder 
Energies Corporation (see details and pictures http://thunder-energies.com/antimatter-light-corona.html).

Forward Looking Statements

The information provided in this presentation is covered by patent applications and other intellectual rights 
owed by Thunder Energies Corporation that hereby authorize their use without consultation provided 
authorization for any desired scientific research. The scientific priority of the prediction of the new Solar 
antimatter light corona belongs to Dr. R. M. Santilli  according to a scientific paper in press at a refereed 
scientific journal.  Certain statements in this news release may contain forward-looking information within 
the meaning of Rule 175 under the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 3b-6 under the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, and are subject to the safe harbor created by those rules. All statements, other than 
statements of fact, included in this release, including, without limitation, statements regarding potential 
future plans and objectives of the company, are forward-looking statements that involve risks and 
uncertainties. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate and actual 
results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Technical 
complications, which may arise, could prevent the prompt implementation of any strategically significant 
plan(s) outlined above. The Company undertakes no duty to revise or update any forward-looking 
statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this release.
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